
ANSWER EXPTANATIONS
PASSAGE 10

69. (B) adjectives. Gatsby's house now seems very strange and
different to Nick. This surreal qualiry is developed through such
adj ectives as "innumerable, " " ghostly, " "inexplicable," af,Ld
"unfamiliar."

70. (E) the persona Gatsby had created. When Tom crushed
Gatsby's dream, he destroyed the "Jay Gatsby" created all those years
ago when James Gatz met Dan Cody, because from the time Gatsby
met Daisy, he only valued the Gatsby persona inasmuch as it helped
in his quest for her.

7L. (C) met Dan Cody. The extravaganzabeganwhen Gav.
became Gatsby on Dan Cody's yacht and began the elaborate drama
in which he played the character of the "great" Gatsby.

72. (A) social status. At tfris time, when Gatsby was still
penniless, ttrose in Daisy's high-society world were far above him in
social status.

73. (C) I and II only. Gatsby is awed by the material wealth
represented by Daisy's house, and he compares the activities of her
world to "ttris year's shining motor cars." His romanticism is clear in
his belief that Daisy's presence is what gives the house "an air of
breathless intensity" and in his imagining the activities in her house.
He does not evince any qmicism; in fact, he is an awestruck idealist.

74. (C) opportunistic. These two paragraphs portray Gatsby as
someone who takes Daisy "unscrupulously" and under false
pretenses, seizing his opportunity before it passes, with [ttle concern
for Daisy's feelings.

7 5. (B) unattainable. The descriptions of Daisy as "agrail," arr
allusion to ttre Holy Grail of Arthurian legend, and as "safe and proud
above the hot struggles of the poor" present her as something
beyond Gatsby's reach.
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76. (D) ironic. Daisy is shallow and flighty and somewhat
promiscuous. Thus, ttre comparison of Daisy to a holy, valuable, and
mystical object is incongnrous.
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